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Brother from the west(How can we explain that you are our brother?)
the world does not end at the threshold of your house
nor at the stream which marks the border of your country
nor in the sea
in whose vastness you sometimes think
that you have discovered the meaning of the infinite.
Beyond your threshold, beyond the sea
the great struggle continues.
Men with warm eyes and hands hard as the earth
at night embrace their children
and depart before the dawn.
Many will not return.
What does it matter?
We are men tired of shackles. For us
freedom is worth more than life.

From you, brother, we expect
and to you we offer
not the hand of charity
which misleads and humiliates
but the hand of comradeship
committed, conscious.
How can you refuse, brother from the west?
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DIREOTIONS PROH MANHATTAN
Subwall
--Take 7th Avenue IRT Express to
Grand Army Plaza, Brooklyn. Walk
do~ Flatbush Avenue to 7th Ave.
fum lett on 7th Avenue. Keep
walkinS unt1l you get to Berkeley
Place (3 streets in). Turn right.
The party is at number 138.
or
--Take Lexington Avenue IRT to
Ievins Street. At Nevins switch
to 7th Avenue IRT Express which
is on the same platform. Then
.follow above direct1ons.

Bl car:
-Take Oanal Street to the
Manhattan Br1dge which goes into
Flatbush Avenue. Follow F1atbush
Avenue to 7th Avenue (you've gone
too far if you run into a big
statue in a circle which is
Grand Army Plaza). Turn right
on 7th Avenue. Keep going until
you reach Berkeley Place. Turn
right. Look for number 138.
or
--Take the Breok1yn Bridge from
Manhattan. Turn left off the
br1dge into F1atbush Avenue. Turn
r1ghton F1atbush.

